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ADJLI on'contamtination
A bad pla: Nucdear Regatory Commission wants 
to start putting contimanants in everyday items.

By Sam Barczak

S oon our homes'could become radioac
evek•o•iic.- ' 

T he Nuclear Regulatory Commission' 
and the Department of Energy would like to 
cut the costs of closing down all those old com
mercial nuclear power plants and nuclear 
weapons facilities by selling massive amounts 
of radioactive metals to the scrap metal indus
try. Sounds like the NRC and DOE finally 
understand how to recycle and save pennies, 
right? 

Wrong. NRC's "recycle" and "reuse" con
cept would introduce radio
active metals, without our 
permission, into thocusands of 
everyday items: pots and 
pans, childr's brace toys, 
pet car carriers, belt buckles 
and zippers, even the fn-i
ture we sit on. And the NRC 
isn'tjust looking at metals, It 
wants to recycle everything 

Baczak it can fomn these mnlear 
facilities -radioactively 

contaminated plastics, soils, cioncretes and.  
mome 

he NRC is currently determining what 
level of radioactivity these raw materials can 
contain -essentially deiding how much 
exposure our families can handle. Ills level 
could be equivalent to an extra X-ray per year 
or more. Doesn't sound too bad, does it? But 
keep in mind that we could receive these radi
ation donations courtesy-of the NRC from 
many products for extended periods of time 
thrmughout the year. We could receive doses of 
radiation from our cars, the rings on our fin
gers, the file cabinets next to our desks and the 
utensils at the diner. Should we really be wor
ried about radiation we didn't ask for? 

Wel, the NRC is considering radiation doses 
that, when received over a lifetime, could 
cause fatal cancer In four In 10,000 people, 
according to the NRC's own calculations. With 
the current US. population hovering above 
270 mflioný that translates to more than .  
108,000 additional deaths.*. .,. 
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accepted scienif factis that there is .to"- ..  

radiaton. Dr. "Karl 
Morgan, the father of radilogclhalth 

'is no safe level of 
-exposure and there Is 
no dose of radiation 
so low that the rsk of 

Itis unacceptablefor ." -
the IRC to debate 
doses that could result 
inthelossoflivm." 7he Steel Maoiffac- . -. ....  
turers Association-has 
already expressed deep' 
concernabouttheaddi- PROMO 'rrH,,,,

because nationwide more 7....  
than 2 million to 3 million tons •f case release procedures woud no longe be 
radioactive scrap will head its way under the necessary.  
NRC'splans. '.ow can the NRC allow funther radioactv 

The DOE wants to allow contractors to , ntamination of the public -74u and me,.  
release scrap metal into the stream of corn- eve ourthildren -without us knowing about 
merce, where all signs of the scrap's origins, It? The public comment period for the pro-,ý 
such as Labeling, are removed. be SM&A'S posed new rules ends Dec. 22 and gives all of 
1999 Public Policy Statement said, "[Our] us an extremely brief chance to tell the NRC 
companies oppose the release of contaminated bow we feel about radiaio contaminating our 
scrap and have zero tolerance for acceptance daily household items. The impact of this rule 
of radioactive material. Furthermore, melting is global and long-term in its effect on people 
radioactive scrap could threaten worker safety and the environment. The NRC should care
and health consumers and the environment" fully isolate these materia4. Additionally, the 

SMA member companies have already NRC should extend the deadline for public 
spent millions of dollars on sensitive radiation comment to allow for a fair evaluation of its 
detechtrs at their mills to prevent cotamina- p•roosal.  
tion. Their sensors hav already been trig- .Mail your comments by Dec. 22 to NRC 
gered, mostly by contaminatedforeign steel Chairman Richard Meservr, Attention: Rule
and shipments have been returned. Case-by- making and Adjudications Staff, U.S. KRC, 
case DOE releases have occurred despite pub- Washington, DC 2055; fax to 301-415-1101 or 
lic opposition. More than 1 million pounds of e-mail secyCn .-gov.  
radioactive metal have beenr.leased into the. For more information on. the Intret, gb th 
marketplace•fEr= several cosed nucear oper-. httpllwt s.org. i 
ations buildings at Oak Ridge, Tenn.L The pro.;. -
posed new rules would leali the routin' Sara <, ofAdanta is an anize with Me 

,release of massive amounts: of radioactive 4wior~rft utility watcdog., Campagn for a Pros
materials. Even the current, unsafe case-by-.-. $PerousGeorga~ ..
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